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Are we all SAVAGES?
Over 75 people from The Green Man Taproom have the answer
Dateline Feb. 3, 2015 - Colorado Springs, CO - Over seventy-five people filled The Green
Man Taproom on Saturday, January 31st to celebrate the release of the book Savages by local
author Christina Bergling. Paperback copies of Savages sold out within the first twenty minutes
of the event, and Bergling donated half of that money to the Wounded Warrior Project in the
name of a classmate who died last year.
Savages, a bestseller in US horror, is available from Amazon at
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00R8YRBYY, and Barnes & Noble at
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/savages-christina-bergling/1120991951. In
this grim portrait of post apocalyptic survival, the survivors of an
apocalypse—from preppers and soldiers to passengers in life—face the horror
of not knowing what happened to the world around them as they question
whether humanity was ever human to begin with.
Colorado-bred writer Christina Bergling sold her soul early into the writing game. By fourth
grade, she knew she wanted to be an author, and in college, she actively pursued it and started
publishing small scale. However, with the realities of eating and paying bills, the survivalist in
her hocked her passion for dystopian horror for a profession as a technical writer and document
manager, even traveling to Iraq as a contractor. Bergling is a mother of two young children and
lives with her family in Colorado Springs.
Assent Publishing is a groundbreaking publishing company with proven strategies, attention to
author marketing needs, commitment to distribution solutions, and dedication to publishing high
quality books. Assent Publishing’s mission is writing the book on the publishing industry’s
future. Please visit Christina Bergling at https://z0mbieturtle.wordpress.com/. For more
information or inquiries about Assent Publishing, Savages, or Bad Day Books, please visit our
website at http://www.AssentPublishing.com and contact Les Denton at
les@assentpublishing.com.

